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Portable, powerful, and a breeze to use, Python is the popular open source object-oriented

programming language used for both standalone programs and scripting applications. Python

is considered easy to learn, but there's no quicker way to mastery of the language than

learning from an expert teacher. This edition of Learning Python puts you in the hands of two

expert teachers, Mark Lutz and David Ascher, whose friendly, well-structured prose has guided

many a programmer to proficiency with the language.Learning Python, Second Edition, offers

programmers a comprehensive learning tool for Python and object-oriented programming.

Thoroughly updated for the numerous language and class presentation changes that have

taken place since the release of the first edition in 1999, this guide introduces the basic

elements of the latest release of Python 2.3 and covers new features, such as list

comprehensions, nested scopes, and iterators/generators.Beyond language features, this

edition of Learning Python also includes new context for less-experienced programmers,

including fresh overviews of object-oriented programming and dynamic typing, new

discussions of program launch and configuration options, new coverage of documentation

sources, and more. There are also new use cases throughout to make the application of

language features more concrete.The first part of Learning Python gives programmers all the

information they'll need to understand and construct programs in the Python language,

including types, operators, statements, classes, functions, modules and exceptions. The

authors then present more advanced material, showing how Python performs common tasks

by offering real applications and the libraries available for those applications. Each chapter

ends with a series of exercises that will test your Python skills and measure your

understanding.Learning Python, Second Edition is a self-paced book that allows readers to

focus on the core Python language in depth. As you work through the book, you'll gain a deep

and complete understanding of the Python language that will help you to understand the larger

application-level examples that you'll encounter on your own. If you're interested in learning

Python--and want to do so quickly and efficiently--then Learning Python, Second Edition is

your best choice.

About the AuthorMark Lutz is an independent Python trainer, writer, and software developer,

and is one of the primary figures in the Python community. He is the author of the O'Reilly

books Programming Python and Python Pocket Reference (both in 2nd Editions), and co-

author of Learning Python (both in 2nd Editions). Mark has been involved with Python since

1992, began teaching Python classes in 1997, and has instructed over 90 Python training

sessions as of early 2003. In addition, he holds BS and MS degrees in computer science from

the University of Wisconsin, and over the last two decades has worked on compilers,

programming tools, scripting applications, and assorted client/server systems. Whenever Mark

gets a break from spreading the Python word, he leads an ordinary, average life with his kids in

Colorado. Mark can be reached by email at , or on the web at http://www.rmi.net/~lutz.David

Ascher is the lead for Python projects at ActiveState, including Komodo, ActiveState's

integrated development environment written mostly in Python. David has taught courses about

Python to corporations, in universities, and at conferences. He also organized the Python track

at the 1999 and 2000 O'Reilly Open Source Conventions, and was the program chair for the

10th International Python Conference. In addition, he co-wrote Learning Python (both editions)

and serves as a director of the Python Software Foundation. David holds a B.S. in physics and



a Ph.D. in cognitive science, both from Brown University.--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.ReviewAs a book for programmers who want to learn Python, it

does a very good job. The coverage is informative and well order; making it easy to find what

you're looking for. Overall, if you do some work with Python, you will benefit from owning this

book. " - Sam Smith, news@UK, March "This book is a good example of Python culture, in the

clarity of its text as much as in the quality of its code. Anyhone working their way through it will

have a solid foundation upon which to explore Python's potential. Highly recommended." - Ivan

Uemilianin, CVu, October 2004 --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Python Crash Course, 2nd Edition: A Hands-On, Project-Based Introduction to Programming,

Learning Python: Powerful Object-Oriented Programming, Programming Python: Powerful

Object-Oriented Programming

Jack Sparrow, “Thorough introduction but slow and not good for reference. Update for the 2009

edition: Mr Lutz has really gone overboard. This "learning" book has became heavier than

Python itself. The size of the book detracts from the spirit of Python, which fortunately remains

a compact and simple language as intended. I believe that many computer-literate people will

find it easier and definitely quicker to just start coding in Python and read a documentation

page now and then rather than read this book. Busy programmers who reported writing their

first useful Python class in a few hours would need weeks to do the same while reading this

book. Mr Lutz, let's be pythonic and scale this tome back to 500 pages, shall we?The rest of

the review is about the second edition:I would never try to use this book as a reference. It was

not designed and it's not good for that.It was designed as your first book on Python, especially

if this is your first programming language. As such, it gives you a really thorough and extensive

introduction written by a renowed authority. The parts on functional programming, Python's

OOP and modules lay the solid foundation for the future Python programmer. Beware though:

compared to similar "foundation" books in other languages' realms, this one is slow-paced,

limited in scope, wordy and even redundant at times.If you already know a language like C++,

Java or Perl, and especially if you've already written some Python code, then this book is not

your best choice: it will seem terribly slow paced, tedious, bloated and of no value as a

reference (which is what an experienced programmer like you really needs most of the time). In

this case, you could use a short and freely available tutorial like Guido's, then a good reference

book like Python in a Nutshell and maybe some more advanced books like Python Cookbook

and Python 2.1 Bible (provided there will be a new edition).As an intermediate or experienced

programmer, you may still benefit from Lutz's "textbook". You may want to skim quickly through

the first 3 Parts (which make 180 pages of beginner's stuff you've learned in highschool,

decorated with the occasional gem toward the end of some chapters), then slow down a bit for

the rest of the book and pay special attention to chapters 14, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, and 27. This

book has too many chapters for my taste, btw.Part VIII, written by another authority (David

Ascher), is a little too short and still bad for reference. In the next edition, I hope it will be

expanded to a reasonable level of detail. I found the coverage of regular expressions

particularly disappointing -- probably because they are covered by Mr Lutz's other book,

Programming Python, which was supposed to be your second book. The exercises at the end

of each Part are not the most interesting and useful I know of.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Mostly outstanding. Well written by a programmer for programmers. And

therein lies the only fault. Many of the users of Python (and other such languages) are not

exclusively professional software developers. Many of us are scientists and engineers (I'm a

non-academic physicist; began programming in 1972). Many aspects of Python are

wonderfully suited for STEM applications programming (e.g., much of the Hubble Space

Telescope image processing software was rewritten in Python). The differences between web

and STEM applications are sometimes subtle, sometimes stark. Other books focus on STEM

applications of Python but few provide a kind of gateway that can shuttle a reader between the

more common web-focused Python books and the more narrowly focused texts. Given the



increasing number of STEM students now using Python, some attention to these potentially

important users of this marvelous language should be given in future editions of this otherwise

well-crafted and essential book.”

Vivek, “Excellent book....great for electrical engineers dabbling with scripts!!. I have been a

user of Perl for about 3 years...i would rate myself as an intermediate level programmer and I

use a lot of Perl and shell scripting for clean-up, text processing in my research.After a point I

realized that I was hardly re-using my code in Perl...i used to just write up a script everytime it

beckoned. I also started finding it extremely hard to maintain and even understand code that i

had written a few years back. Electrical Engineers are super efficient at getting something done

but not always with programming elan and elegance!!I decided to move to Python...and this

book is an excellent start...though it sounds like it is for beginners...it is nice to review the initial

stuff to contrast with perl and it is reasonably exhaustive. I have found it much easier to

maintain code and other people in my lab have also started using my code as it is much easier

to understand. The object-oriented approach is an extra-incentive to think more in terms of C+

+....code is in general clean and quite-efficient (not as much as C..since it is byte-code).All

electrical engineers who use a lot of shell scripting and aren't experts in programming, moving

to python will definitely offer more flexibility and is much faster to implement than C or C++.

And this is a pretty decent book (check out Van Rossum's tutorial or something on the web to

get a feel).”

W. O. Smith, “Slow moving for those with previous programming experience.. If, like me and

many other programmers, you are already somewhat familiar with C++ and Perl, you'll find this

book slow moving. I would guess that few people start with Python as their first major

programming language.I'm about 40% through the book and we've only just covered function

calls, and nothing OO. There's only been 4 or 5 new concepts so far that aren't identical to

other common languages.The author does go some way towards saying "this is similar to the C

idea of ..." or "those familiar with C++ will recognise the similarities...". But what would be

really useful would be a big bar next to the few concepts that are fundamentally different,

saying "!!!Python Specific!!!" or something.Having said that, there's few typos and the writing

style is reasonable.  I'd like to give it 3.5 stars really.”

Mr. P. J. Wells, “Good book for learning. Outdated but good buy”

KarEl BrightShooster, “Geht tief und ist faszinierend. Hallo,eigentlich wollt ich mir dieses Buch

nicht kaufen, da ich doch einige Kritiken las, die die erste Ausgabe 1999 gekauft hatten und

mit der zweiten Auflage dann unzufrieden waren.Aber für mich als Erstbetrachter der 2.Auflage

bot sich eine total andere Sicht. Ich muss einfach sagen das die Aufteilung, die Formatierung,

die Beispiele, der Umfang und die Gründlichkeit dieses Buch sehr wertvoll machen.Man macht

auf jeden fall einen gründlichen, interessanten Einstieg. Ich möchte gar keine Seite auslassen,

es ist einfach zu spannend.Habe schon Bücher über Perl, C++, Bash mir zugelegt aber dieses

liegt einfach an der Spitze. Natürlich fliesst auch dabei ein dass Pythen übersichtlich und

mächtig ist.Also super gelungen und vor allem für Neulinge ( auch nicht ganz so neue ) die

den ersten Band noch nicht gelesen haben absolut super.Ein GenussCarl r.”

Antoine, “Très didactique. Bon ouvrage d'introduction à Python.Les concepts sont présentés

clairement et les exemples sont bien choisis.La partie dédiée à Ttinker est elle réellement

pauvre.”



The book by Mark Lutz has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 56 people have provided feedback.
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